World Music Repertoire

**Elementary:**
Irish Celebration, Wendy Stevens (EE)
Japanese Garden, Jennifer Linn (EE)
Three Scottish Jigs, Strickland (E)
Spanish Tango, Mona Rejino (LE)
Mexican "Clap Hands" Dance traditional, arr. by J. Schaum, Belwin
Oriental Scene with Gongs, sheet music, Lynn Freeman Olson, Alfred
Solos for the Piano Player- blue book, Schirmer
Alpine Morning - by Sarah Dittenhauer
Japan Garden - by Howard Kasschau
Baby Kangaroo, Elephants, Mr. Monkey, Flying Birds
(all only 8 measures long) by Louise Garrow
Stories in Sound - book 1, Valerie Roth Roubos - FJH
Faraway Land (far East)
Monkeys in the Trees
Grand Solos for Piano - book 2, Melody Bober, Alfred
Kangaroo Kick-Box
Leprechaun's Jig, Melody Bober

**Elementary/Late Elementary:**
My Kind of Music Bk 1, Kevin Olson, FJH
Somethin' Spicy
Island Song
Chinese Folk Songs

**Late Elementary:**
Hats Off to You!, Duets - one piano, four hands, Melody Bober
Sombrero Song
Pirate Song
Gold Star Performance 2B, Nancy & Randall Faber, FJH
Tijuana Tambourine
Gypsy Dance by Firelight
Treasure Island
Banuwa
Keyboard Kaleidoscope - Book 1, Martha Mier, Alfred
Bazaar in Morocco
World Gems, Amy O'Grady (LE duets)

**Late Elementary/Early Intermediate:**
Showcase Solos - book 1, Kevin R. Olson, FJH
Fanfare for a King
Caravan
Polar Bear Rock
Egyptian Jam Session
Especially for Girls, Dennis Alexander, Alfred       
Cleopatra's Lament
Especially for Boys, Dennis Alexander, Alfred       
King Tut
The Best of Margaret Goldston - book 2, Alfred  
Caribbean Surf
Danza de la Senorita
A Little Spicy
Echos of Egypt, Kevin Olson, FJH
CARAVAN - Level 3, late elementary HLSPL Showcase Solo by C. Klose

**Early Intermediate:**
The Legend of Pirate Pete (duet sheet music), Kevin Olson, FJH
Rio Rhumba, Melody Bober (int)
Mexican "Clap Hands" Dance traditional, arr. by J. Schaum, Belwin
CASTILIAN DREAMER - early intermediate (Level 4) HLSPL Showcase Solo piece - by Carol Klose.
PAGODA BELLS   Hal Leonard Student Piano Library Showcase Solo Level 4  
Early Intermediate, Mona Rejino
TARANTELLA Hal Leonard Student Piano Library Showcase Solo Level 4/Early Intermediate, Jennifer Linn
CAMEL RIDE Hal Leonard Student Piano Library Showcase Solo Level 4 Early Intermediate, Jaime Jones

**Intermediate:**
DANCES FROM AROUND THE WORLD, Hal Leonard Student Piano Library,  
Composer Showcase book by Christos Tsitsaros. Early intermediate-intermediate. These are stunning pieces reminiscent of the ethnic styles of various cultures.
RECUERDOS HISPANICOS, early intermediate-intermediate, pub. HL Spanish Memories Original Solos by Eugénie Rocherolle   
VALSES SENTIMENTALES - French Waltz stylings, pub. HL (more intermediate) Original Solos by Eugénie Rocherolle
Fiesta for Two (duet sheet music), Catherine Rollin, Alfred
Travels for Two (duets), Kevin Costley, FJH
A Night in Moscow
Piano Miniatures, Victor Labenske, Alfred
Danza Espanola
Latin Drums
From Many Lands, Joyce Grill, Belwin
*Written in both solo form and duet form - two different books
(The solos are much more difficult that the duets)
Brazil Italy United States
Germany Poland
Hungary Polynesia
Iceland Spain
Preludes, Joyce Grill, Belwin
Spanish Nights
Grand Solos for Piano, Melody Bober, Alfred
A Visity to Vienna
Not Just Another Scale Book, Mike Springer, Alfred
Steel Drum Band
Egyptian Journey
Tango, David Karp from Duet Treasures Volume 2, FJH Adult
SALSA PICANTE - Level 5, intermediate, HLSPL Showcase Solo by C. Klose.

Late Intermediate:
Sounds of Spain - book 3, Catherine Rollin, Alfred

Early Advanced:
Watercolors for Ten Fingers, Marin Kutnowski, FJH
Ojos Azules (folk song from S. America)
Fallen Leaves (inspired by a traditional song from Spain)
Sunset Milonga
Candombe (drum based, created in Uruguay by African drummers)
Hopak, Kevin Olson (Ukrainian folk song) (LI duet)
Chinese Dragons, Nancy Faber (Adv duet)

OTHER RESOURCES

Phillip Keveren Series:
African-American Spirituals, Easy Piano, Phillip Keveren
Celtic Dreams, Easy Piano, Phillip Keveren
The Celtic Collection, Phillip Keveren

Hats Off to You!, Duets - one piano, four hands, Melody Bober
Sombrero Song

Solos from Distant Lands, Joyce Grill (also available in duet arrangements)
Chinese Folk Songs, Joseph Johnson
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